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Illustrative list of transactions

2020 will be marked as the biggest catalyst for digitalization in Indian consumer history
• 2020 added 145mn new internet subscribers to reach 775 mn subscribers, highest in history
• Years of growth achieved in months for essential activities like ordering food & grocery, medicine, e-tail, wealth platforms etc.
― Swiggy and Zomato combined have 440K delivery partners now, surpassing employee strength of the likes of TCS and India Post
• 30% of SMBs had a maiden tech intervention (through websites or e-commerce) during lockdown to keep the business running
Innovation and efficiency were key to sustaining the pandemic
• Companies chasing engagement pre-COVID were forced to accelerate monetization and lot of them did it quite successfully
• Businesses moved towards profitability on back of experimenting with marketing costs and re-setting customer expectations on incentives
• Across logistics, procurement, book-keeping etc. existing unorganized vendors were forced to digitize or lost business to new-age players
• Traditional companies (especially banks) were forced to adopt digital first practices which lead to lower overheads and higher productivity
• We witnessed some of the largest corporate conglomerates take notice of the opportunity and accelerate their digital plans

Strong recovery post easing of restrictions
• Digital adoption remained at the new high post easing of lock down
• Companies are in much better shape & on a profitable growth path due to leaner cost structures
• Positive impetus to D2C, e-commerce, digital content, homegrown manufacturing and India first companies
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Source: Market Publications, IHS Markit

GMV with 4.6% e-tail penetration

Userbase growing at 50% Y-o-Y

E-tail penetration achieved in 2 years

Userbase added in 2 years

COVID helped shift offline retail
shoppers with 23% growth in CY2020 spend to online

Userbase added in CY2020

Students, teachers, parents, and
professional workforce have
gotten comfortable with new norm

71% of new accounts added on
Active brokerage accounts

Active traders added in 2 years

Active traders added in CY2020

discount brokerage platforms

947% rise in data consumption
Paid subscribers for OTT platforms

Transacting userbase with 40% of all
new users added by payment apps

Subscribers added in 2 years

ARR Value of UPI txn in Dec’19

Paid subscribers added in CY2020

ARR Value of UPI txn in Dec’20

on OTT and VoD platforms with
300mn Total Real MAU

175% increase since lockdown
and 55% YoY driven by increase
in online shopping behavior

4x growth in DAU vs last year
Paid gaming userbase including DFS

Growth in userbase in 2 years

Growth in incremental userbase

India ranked #1 by games
downloaded (7.3bn in 9months)

60% Kiranas willing to work with
Kirana stores in India
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Kiranas on B2B tech platforms

Kiranas started using tech platforms

Source: Market Intelligence and reports, Redseer analysis, Deloitte and the Retailers Association of India report, DE-CIX data, Practo report, GetVantage report, Avendus estimates

B2B platforms; up from 7% preCOVID

D&T companies have witnessed massive shift of addressable market reflected in their increasing valuation and funding depth
• 44 unicorns and 35+ soonicorns as of Jan’2021, after 10 more firms reached the coveted status in 2020
• 25 funding rounds of $100Mn+ in the COVID year establishing clear market leaders in their respective sectors
• 6 SaaS unicorns today compared to zero two years ago — and all of them have been built for global markets from early days
Domestic conglomerates as well as global enterprises taking a deeper look at the space
• Patient capital from the global tech leaders such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Walmart, Sovereign Wealth Funds, Pension Funds is strong leading
indicator of larger financial capital inflow
• We have seen return of the dormant cross-over funds, pre-IPO funds and hedge funds that play on momentum
• This capital will help digital companies as well as ancillary companies to build their digital businesses, strengthening the SMB infrastructure and
generating much-needed jobs

Capital raised

Unicorns added

$100Mn+ Rounds1

$30mn+ Series A/B

(incl. Jio)

(vs 8 in 2019)

(vs 26 in 2019)

(vs 15 in 2019)

D&T poised for a breakout
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Source: Avendus research Note (1): Excludes Jio Funding rounds

Global growth investors increasingly comfortable to invest in India with massive digital adoption and mature ecosystem
• 50%+ of FDI has gone into the digital eco-system in 2020 (vs 25% in 2019) on the back of Jio funding
• 40 new investors have backed D&T companies in 2020
D&T companies growing with the pandemic acting as a catalyst for digital penetration
• Indian start-up ecosystem today is 55K companies strong having created more than $170bn in value
• 1,600+ DMT start-ups incorporated in 2020 and 450+ received seed funding in 2020
• 18 unicorns are EBITDA positive, 25 are CM positive already – this pace will accelerate
Strong value creation and exit opportunities for employees
• 15+ D&T companies provided ESOP liquidity to their employees in 2020 reinforcing workforce confidence and attracting talent pool
Domestic M&As such as Byju’s–White Jr. further helped the cause of liquidity for founders & employees and boosted entrepreneurial eco-system
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Source: NASSCOM Tech Startup Report 2020

10+ unicorns will be added in 2020

10 unicorns added in 2020

Funding for companies valued between $150-$400mn will
remain strongest

-

13 unicorns are EBITDA +ve, 18 are CM +ve – this pace will
accelerate

✓

18 unicorns EBITDA +ve, 25 are CM +ve in 2020

“Hope capital” raised will have to show credible business
traction in 2020



The funding and valuations in next rounds have surpassed the
business traction fuelling self fulfilling prophecy

Journey to IPO will accelerate, but we will not see high profile
IPOs in 2020

✓

No high-profile Tech IPOs in 2020, but hope for a few in 2021

For larger and stronger players, demand for secondary will be
very high

✓

$800mn+ of secondary volumes; most of which in market leaders
in their respective segments or unicorns

Digital ecosystem isolated from broader macro environment–
could change in 2020



While broader economy got COVID shock, the digital eco-system got
a booster shot comprising both traction as well as capital

✓

COVID accelerated digital adaption in old economy companies –
banks, FMCGs, Conglomerates – some of them actively looking at
acquisitions

Digital will increasingly touch and transform traditional
industries - FMCG, Freight, SMEs, Kirana eco-system, lending,
insurance, investing
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✓

25 rounds of US$100mn+ in 2020

Focus shifts to consumers from tier 3+ cities and digitalization drive for the unorganized
• Tech-models are aggressively evolving to address the next 100-200mn internet users of India
• Gaming & Content, Retail commerce including D2C, and Fin-tech will be amongst the first to solve tier-2 and 3 use cases at scale
• This year will likely see emergence of lot of players focusing on digitizing SMEs, SMBs and the unorganized self-employed
Execution heavy businesses to retain efficiencies attained in COVID, newer models (esp. Fin-tech, Social Commerce, B2B marketplaces, SaaS) will
continue to go aggressive on spends
• Large companies and market leaders will consolidate their game on cost optimization and move towards IPO
• The “platform players” will again go aggressive on the back of funding with their value-added offerings around their core products
• Middle of path companies will cautiously weigh growth vs. profitability given the survival of the “well-capitalized” during pandemic
New sectors to gain traction
• Social commerce, Super Apps, Fight for ‘go-to’ payment app
• Neo-banks and banking-tech –SME and consumer will get push – banks will aggressively partner with digital players, infrastructure plays will aid that
• Agri-tech will solve issues bit by bit across volatile input prices, large scale cropping & testing, supply chain and financial inclusion
• New Retail (Kirana-tech) has already made in-roads to make O2O more effective
• Logistics marketplaces will make a stronger comeback with investors
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Startups reaching unprecedented scale; multiple category leaders to join the IPO bandwagon
• Marquee unicorns have begun discussions/preparations to hit the capital markets in the next 12 – 24 months
• Opens the ecosystem for growth and public market investors for pre-IPO round and private secondaries
• Public market investors are ready for near profitable or even loss-making digital companies now
• Large funds, including public funds are ready to buy private secondaries in large quantum

Consolidation and acquisition green shoots begin to emerge
• Domestic businesses are hungry with the largest business houses, Reliance Group (multiple acquisitions completed) and Tata Group (multiple
ongoing conversations) throwing their hat in the ring
• Category leaders across sectors are eyeing inorganic opportunities for growth and cost synergies
― Larger startups such as Byju’s, Unacademy and Flipkart acquired niche players
― More lies ahead in 2021, in a bid for companies to press the gas on both market share expansion as well as accelerated path to profitability

IPO candidates
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Source: Venture Intelligence, Avendus Research

(# of exits and secondaries in 2020)

(value of exits and secondaries in 2020)

Funding to grow multifold, with rapidly growing market size and newer investor pockets
• Rapid increase in no. of companies valued at $100mn+ (200+ in 2020 vs 150 in 2019)
• ~400 unique investors (an unprecedented number) covering all stages (seed to pre-IPO)
• Family Offices, over 100 and counting, having tasted early success can start looking at Series B and beyond as well
We expect private funding in digital and technology to reach US$20bn plus from US$ 11bn (ex Jio)
• Startups beyond the top 4 cities raised 3x funding in 2020 vis-à-vis 2018; we expect increased investor attention to these firms

Funding ticket sizes and rounds will soar
• Across series, round sizes are increasing – we will see more US$15mn series A and we will see more US$50mn plus series B/C
The eco-system will add at least 20 unicorns this year
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Source: Zinnov Consulting, NASSCOM

Themes 2021

Payments & Commerce

Credit

Merchant Acquiring, Consumer
Payments, Core Payments Tech, etc.

Buy Now Pay Later, Business
Lending, Personal Loans etc.

Other Financial Products

Financal Software

Current & Savings A/c, Purchase
cards, Insurance, Wealth Mgmt. etc

Digital Billing & Accounting, GST,
Payroll, Expense mgmt etc.

• Evolution of Fin-tech platforms into multi-category
•
•
•
•
•

offerings
Credit will remain a key backbone for
monetization
Credit-only models will find their niche, but
Payment only models will converge towards wider
offerings
Shift from balance sheet only model to bank
partnership model will bring more successes and
more unit economics due to bank acceptability
Insure-tech will continue on its growth journey and
create large outcomes
Wealth-tech will find more acceptance on the
back of monetization through domestic and
international trading

Infrastructure platforms democratizing access

• Access to data, embeddable financial products
•
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etc.
API-first solutions built on micro-services
architecture

Infrastructure Platforms enabling all sub-segments
Core banking, API banking (BPaaS), Open banking etc.

PAYMENTS
CREDIT

OTHER FINANCIAL
PRODUCTS

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE
INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORMS
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•
•
•
•
•
•

49% share of small ticket size loans in personal loans volumes in India vs 13% two years ago with NBFCs and Fintech at the forefront
“Buy Now Pay Later” and embedded lending to ride the digital consumption tide
Personal loans, Credit cards and BNPL will co-exist (and merge in some cases) and can create large outcomes
Integration of SME credit with value added services, platforms, accounting software
Debt market infrastructure enablers can potentially play a pivotal role in improving the market structure
Platforms enabling OCEN1 and Account Aggregation for lenders to expand addressable market

• Demand for credit is strong as ever, but disbursals are not as aggressive given the stress in the system
• Building a strong liability franchise through the current environment
• Building collections moat for small ticket loans
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1 OCEN: Open Credit Enablement Network

• Major boost in adoption of digital payments
―
―
―
―
―

UPI volumes were $57bn in Dec-20 growing 2x Y-o-Y and pre-COVID-19 level
Recorded UPI volume worth $464bn in CY20 with 207 live partners
Carded payments reduced significantly during lockdown but recovered now and grown ~10% over the pre-COVID-19 level
Merchant payments solutions such as QR codes and contactless card payments are also witnessing adoption
Companies are extending e-POS solutions to merchants to accept digital / contactless payments through smartphones

• Legacy banking tech stacks are not able to meet evolving consumer needs, ripe for disruption
• POS retail payments are expected to take a longer lead time to recover
• SMEs have sharply realised their need to have digital capabilities with incumbents tapping the opportunity by extending their offerings
•

to full stack services for SMEs
Companies offering corporate credit / prepaid cards with expense management solutions with credit line are gaining traction

• Retention of merchant base in absence of discounts and cashbacks
• Companies have started offering line of credit, VAS and commerce facilities to retain merchant base
• Monetization through lending remains a core concern given drop in lending post COVID-19
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• Emergence of neo banks on both consumer and SME/Enterprise side with the key premise of being “One-stop financial solution”
• Consumer neo banks – still early stages of evolution; lower account charges not an issue in India vs global counterparts
― Higher a/c yields coupled with consumer centric UI/UX to drive near term adoption; financial services marketplace a bit far away

• SME neo-banks – “Bharat-first” models digitizing 60mn SMEs & Enterprises; 10mn already acquired
― Land and expand with sticky Services/Software driven adoption; credit key to monetization

• Government leading innovation with DEPA and OCEN1 to drive financial inclusion through tech; supply side yet to meaningfully adapt
• Embeddable banking revolution to increasingly enable large consumer apps to drive financial product adoption (Co-branded cards etc.)
• Modern core banking infrastructure platforms disrupting legacy stacks; strong early signs of adoption from retail banks

•
•
•
•
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Solving for trust factor associated with adoption of neo-banking services
Acquisition costs as multiple platforms target the same set of millennial users
Significant upfront capital requirement, long sales and migration cycles for core banking infrastructure products
Momentum of banks coming on-board the open banking revolution

1 DEPA: Data Empowerment and Protection Architecture; OCEN: Open Credit Enablement Network

• Trading activity grew by 64% FY21YTD as compared to FY20YTD
• Strong retail participation in stock markets; 6.1mn customers added FY21YTD v/s. in 2.5mn added in 24 months prior
― Discount brokers market share of new additions in FY21YTD is 71%

•
•
•
•
•

Traditional brokers are starting to provide discount broking offerings (e.g. Axis Direct, Angel Broking)
Overseas trading has become an important feature in wealth-tech platforms
Learned MF retail investors will continue shifting towards direct plans however, large market is still distributor led
Platforms with strong focus on intuitive UI / UX has seen robust customer adoption
Wealth platforms have started to selectively charge fees – either AUM based or fixed fee
― Value added services as portfolio baskets is one way of charging fees

• Moving revenue mix from fee-based (one-time transaction based) to commission-based (recurring)
• Monetization in direct plans, overall market size of brokerages, fees on AMC businesses
• Size of the trading market
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• Insur-tech players grew by 15-20% despite underlying insurance market remaining flat due to the pandemic
• Digital penetration continues to rise; penetration for auto insurance renewals has already reached 11%, from 3% in FY18
• Growth of protection products such as health and term life insurance is being driven by digital distribution as push channels like brokers
•
•

continue to focus on less customer friendly ULIP and tax saving products
Health insurance is expected to benefit from initiatives like standard IRDAI prescribed basic health plan i.e. Arogya Sanjeevani, national
health stack and also insurers combining insurance with host of healthcare benefits to offer more value to consumers
Emergence of product innovation such as ‘Pay-per-mile’, telematics-based plans, monthly insurance plans

• High reliance on assisted sales
• Hassle free claims experience especially for distributors as they have limited role in claims servicing
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$650Mn+ funding received by D2C brands in CY20; with healthy mix of new and scaled players
25+ brands with $30Mn+ annualized revenue run rate
Brands which establish equilibrium of AOV, gross margin, purchase frequency and brand strength are doing well
Sustaining boost for D2C brands post COVID with 2x-3x growth in volume over pre-COVID levels (systemic consumer shift)
Distribution: Brands are operating with a mix of own platforms vs. third party platforms as they scale
Increasingly brands are moving towards wider portfolios and house of brands strategy
Large conglomerates, offline players will invest / acquire into D2C plays (Marico - Beardo)

•
•
•
•

Creating a unique positioning and brand recall in consumer minds
Cost-efficient customer acquisition and retention
Diversifying into various products and channels
Own platform vs marketplaces balance

• $67Bn E-tail market expected in 2021E (34% growth)
• COVID boost: 25%+ higher sales for e-tail players vs pre-COVID; 70% online growth in offline categories like grocery
• Expanding shopper base: 50%+ of the new shoppers from Tier-2+ cities, shifting consumer preference for large ticket purchases from
•
•
•
•

offline to online
Large Indian conglomerates entering e-tail through acquisition routes including Reliance and Tata
Vertical ecommerce players gaining traction through differentiated supply chain and addressing evolving customer needs
Social commerce models have seen high traction due to low CAC, strong network effects and differentiated selection
Early, but encouraging trends in “content-commerce” gaining rapid transaction

• Horizontal E-tail companies actively expanding into vast markets of medicines, groceries and B2B
• Sustaining momentum and metrics gained due to COVID-19
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unprecedented growth during the pandemic as users grew from 45 Mn to 105 Mn resulting from secular shifts in learning behavior
K12 and Test Prep accounted for 92% of the Ed-tech funding of $1.5 Bn first 9 months which surged to its highest ever level
Emergence of vernacular 'first' platforms targeting the next half billion users in tier 3 cities and beyond
Accelerated digital adoption by schools and offline coaching providers which has been a difficult to penetrate segment
Emergence of Indian players at the global level with strong success in global markets especially in skilling and K12
Online degrees, opened-up by regulatory easing and extra-curricular learning beyond coding present great upcoming opportunities
K12 and Test Prep players are expected to pursue inorganic growth aggressively to deepen capabilities, create hybrid learning solutions and
widen offerings

• Stronger proof of learning outcomes across all segments
• Deepen tech stack and improve learning experience to become primary learning options displacing offline
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• COVID boon for digital channels as traditional content supply chains broke down; ~30% contraction in ad spend on traditional channels
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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whereas Digital ad spend up 30-40%
Significant uptick in funding in the segment with $880mn invested in 2020; 5 deals with over $50mn capital raised
Emergence of multiple short video apps to capture whitespace left post ban on Chinese apps (100mn+ DAUs / 60mins a day); high acquisition
spends in a land grab situation early on – clear leaders now getting established in the category
Video/Content/Influencer commerce models becoming central to monetization plans now; expected to follow China where these are 15-20% of
total e-commerce market
Online gaming saw 2-3x increase in users/engagement with “Pay to Play” evolving driven by very small ticket entry price. Strong unit
economics already established in Fantasy/Card gaming categories with early signs in RMG

Risk of customer base being a leaky bucket with low retention for content platforms
Monetization models to successfully evolve beyond ad revenue
Agility of content platforms to keep up with user preferences and changing engagement formats
Regulatory overhang in the gaming and digital content space

• B2B commerce players have seen strong recovery and growth post the pandemic as key players have grown 60-100%+ in Dec’20 vs Feb’20
• Industrial B2B platforms have seen rapid scaling at healthy economics; driving efficiencies in supply-chain, these platforms have been able to

•
•
•
•

grab better margins and operate at lower overheads
Distribution models focused on FMCG and Kirana are seeing good traction with rapid increase in active stores, wallet share and store
retention; much of the growth is being driven in tier 3/4 cities and upcountry where distribution is extremely weak
Players across the board are tapping private label brands for better customer ownership and margin expansion
Pandemic has also driven exports as there is an imperative to de-risk supply chain dependence on China
Credit offering accretive on top a healthy core product margin as platforms increasingly becoming relevant for credit flow

• Margin expansion for companies focused on distribution of branded products
• High operating costs in retail focused distribution business models
• Working capital and upfront investments
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• Huge TAM – Emerging tech players across the ecosystem
― Across value-chain - agri input to final produce and distribution
― Across categories (perishables, semi-perishables, grains etc.) and end-customers (B2B – Retailers, HoReCa and B2C)
― Others: tech-led services for warehousing and lending to farmers

•
•
•
•

COVID-induced shutdowns led to restructuring of supply chains & steered agri-stakeholders towards tech-enabled platforms
Significant increase in capital raise: ~$188mn invested in Agri-tech companies in YTD FY21, 77% YoY increase
Focus towards platforms that operate horizontally across the agri value-stack (enables sustainable economics)
‘One Nation, One Market’ through Farm Bills, 2020 - expected to reduce red tapism for participants to expand geographically

• Operationally heavy business, key stakeholder (famers) are late adopters of technology and internet
• Politically sensitive sector, agitation over Farm Bills 2020 has created significantly volatility in the sector
• Low margins, high logistics/ warehousing and wastage cost can impact profitability
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• ~25% volume growth in shipments handled by 3PL in 2020 and clear tailwinds to grow at 35%+ in 2021
• D2C brands, Jio and other vertical e-com clearly aiding this growth and helping diversify its revenue concentration
― Growth clearly sustainable over the coming years with increasing penetration of horizontals as well as growth of verticals and emergence of omnichannel,
D2C and hyperlocal players

• Logistics SaaS raised their mature rounds as shippers and customers heavily relied on SaaS solutions to meet demand
• Pandemic has accelerated all three legs of the logistics value chain:
― MNCs opting to work with organized players
― Suppliers and truckers wanting to attach themselves with marketplaces
― Considerable GM / take-rate expansion for new age players

• Profit pool of the traditional industry is being questioned in last couple of years and is rubbing onto new age players as well
• Network platforms having reached meaningful scale, ancillary services like insurance, payments, fuel, will be tested this year
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•
•
•
•
•

$3.5bn Indian SaaS Revenues1; 30% y-o-y growth in FY20 (1.5x faster than Global SaaS growth)
75+ companies with $10mn+ ARR; 25+ companies with $25mn+ ARR
$2.8Bn+ in funding in 2020 with 100+ transactions in Indian SaaS ecosystem
Public markets continue to receive software IPOs positively and attach premium valuations to SaaS businesses with median EV/ARR 18.1x2; 2020 saw a record number of SaaS IPOs
SaaS plays with emerging markets focused GTM are scaling as Enterprises worldwide adopt digital and find value in offerings; BFSI
leading adoption

• GTM inflection point from emerging markets towards west happening at $5mn ARR vs $10m ARR earlier
• Growth in some software categories hampered with budget freeze, long sales cycle and inability to launch new markets
• Focus on retention; Top account health is priority over acquiring new logos
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1 .India headquartered SaaS businesses; 2 Bessemer Emerging Cloud Index median as of December 2020

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

While CY2020 saw $600Mn+ private funding; COVID was an eye opener for public healthcare spend at just 1% of GDP
Leaders taking giant strides with omni-channel approach solving end-to-end problems
2020 witnessed strong consolidation tailwinds with marquee deals, i.e., Reliance-Netmeds and Pharmeasy-Medlife
2.5x growth in active customers for e-pharmacies; 2.2x growth witnessed by telemedicine platforms1
Greater focus on digital health, wellness and fitness as offline gyms/centres remained shut for most part of the year
Initiatives like Telemedicine guidelines and National Digital Health Mission will accelerate digital integration across providers and patients
augmenting OPD Insurance and building much needed centralized national health stack
We will see a confluence of “employee benefits–health-tech (tele-consultation + wellness) — Health insurance”. A few players are ahead in this game

• While engagement is on the high for telemedicine, monetization and economics will have to catch-up
• Data can play pivotal role in predictive treatment provided the pace of technology adoption by medical practitioners can accelerate
• Loose aggregation of service providers may not work, and platform will have to invest behind owning entire customer journey
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1.Growth

has been captured from Mar to Dec 2020

• Food-tech showing the fastest recovery post COVID in online services
― U-Shaped recovery - 10-20% higher orders vis-à-vis pre-COVID, 60% YoY increase in peak orders in December 2020

― Better unit economics - Contribution margins reaching 30% (from negative) driven by lower discounts and higher order values
― Continued capital raise in food delivery (~$1.4bn capital raised in CY20), IPO excitement – inline with global trends

•
•
•
•

Horizontal expansion/ diversification by hyper-local platforms into additional categories to keep with changing times
Rising traction on tech-automobile sector for buy/sell and repair services
Home and personal services have made a great comeback after initial COVID impact – structural shift in adaptation of home services
Emerging categories in ancillary real estate services - security, community management, parking etc.

• Consumer trust needs to be built by imposing additional measures to ensure contactless service delivery
• Increase in operating costs to maintain quality of service and hygiene in post-COVID era
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Mobility

• Demand for short term vehicle rentals has increased vs on-demand product
• Electric vehicles becoming an integral part of mobility players’ business models; with vastly better economics
• Ride-sharing demand is back more than 60%, intercity bus demand is back to 60%+ levels
Travel and Hospitality

•
•
•
•

Homestays preferred to hotel properties: 50% of previous occupancy levels back for home stays (on weekends)
58% rise in average duration of stay to over 4 days
Domestic trips will dominate: Over the medium term, 52% of Indian travelers will look to travel only within India
Shift to leaner cost structures: any uptick in demand will directly add to the bottom-line

• Revival of demand in mobility space as non-essential commute has greatly reduced
• Low occupancy levels of flights and hotels as people avoid travel
• Setting up infrastructure for EV and adoption of EV
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